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OVMA’s Great Ideas  
Conference offers:

•  Top-notch practice management, 
personal & team wellness in  
a relaxing atmosphere;

•  Opportunities to network  
with colleagues; and

•  A wide array of recreational  
facilities and activities to help  
you de-stress and unwind at 
the end of the busy spring 
season.

Who Should Attend?

Veterinarians

Practice Managers

 Anyone who wants  
to improve their  
practice management  
and life skills.

Come by yourself, with 
your clinic staff, or bring 
the whole family!

Visit bluemountain.ca to  
learn more about great 
summer attractions  
waiting for you at Blue!

WHAT IS THE
GREAT IDEAS
CONFERENCE?

Summer Fun for Everyone  
at Blue Mountain!
With an endless selection of outdoor activities, relaxation and 
entertainment, Blue Mountain Resort is one of Ontario’s 
premier summer destinations. Join us for an inspiring  
CE event in a luxurious resort atmosphere!

            FOOD
There’s something to satisfy every 
appetite in the Village’s many cafés, 
restaurants, grills, pubs, lounges and 
bars. Enjoy the finest full-service 
dining or quick takeout, a casual 
après-golf beer or a sophisticated 
late-night martini. In the Village, 
you’re never more than a few steps 
away from a culinary experience 
perfectly suited to your mood and 
preferences. 

      SHOPPING
With over 20 shops to chose from, 
browse some of the latest outdoor  
gear, update your wardrobe or find  
the perfect gift.

      SPA
Pamper yourself by indulging in a 
relaxing massage or spa treatment  
at one of Blue Mountain’s four unique 
spas – the ultimate way to de-stress  
and focus on personal wellness. 

           AQUATIC CENTRE
There’s no better way to escape the 
late June heat than a visit to Plunge! 
Aquatic Centre. Sign up for a swim-
ming lesson, participate in a water 
fitness class or relax and watch the 
action from the comfort of your dock 
chair. Featuring indoor and outdoor 
pools, a water playground, hot tubs, 
rope swing, dock and slides, Plunge! 
offers water fun for all ages. 

       GOLF
Enjoy a round of golf at Monterra, one 
of Ontario’s most popular resort courses. 
Monterra offers a full-service golf shop, 
deli and bar, a practice area, on-course 
sanctuary at the 5th and 10th tees, and 
a brand-new GPS tracking system on 
all carts allowing you to play every 
shot knowing exactly where you  
stand in relation to the pin.

Team Building Opportunities at Blue!
Team building is a proven way to strengthen bonds and create a more cohesive 
team, all while having fun. Blue Mountain offers a wide variety of team building 
activities, including:

•  Low and High  
Ropes Course

• Caving
• Putting Tournament
• Summits Challenge

• Cooking Competition
• Blue Mountain Quest
• Rock Climbing

…and much more!

Prices and availability 
vary, contact OVMA  
for more information  
on team building  
activities at Blue!
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GREAT IDEAS PROGRAM

Sarah is a veterinary surgical oncologist, 
published author and cancer survivor. Her 
first book Lucky Dog: How Being a 
Veterinarian Saved my Life, was published 
in 2014 and made the bestsellers list for 
Canadian nonfiction. She is an aspirating 
comedian and has completed her first screenplay. 
She also cofounded The Cageliner, a satirical 
newspaper for veterinary teams. 

With her quick wit and much needed humour in the veterinary 
profession, Dr. Boston has a knack for making people laugh. Her 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24

What if I told you that doing nothing could actually be detrimental  
to the long-term success of your veterinary practice? While it might 
sound severe at first, it’s actually quite true when it comes to adopting 
the latest technology tools to better engage pet owners. Holding out 
or avoiding the change that comes with utilizing the newest tech can 
make you blend into a crowded industry, eventually eroding your 
ability to gain new business… Is the idea of Walmart opening 
veterinary practices something that bothers you? How about  
Chewy taking a large share of your pharmacy?

Think of Blockbuster failing to address Netflix when it was just  
getting started. Or local taxi drivers laughing at the notion of  
Uber just a few years ago. 

Leveraging the latest digital tools can help you to better understand 
your practice’s current performance, while positioning you for new 
growth by gaining insights into undeniable new trends in the field.

In this session, I’ll be giving you a sneak peek into the newest 
technology, showing you exactly how it works, strategies to help  
you compete with online retailers like Chewy, and giving you clear  
tips on how to improve client experience and retention by meeting  
the modern, evolving demands of today’s pet owner.

Trust me, you won’t want to miss this one.

THURSDAY, JUNE 25

More Thursday Sessions

FUTURE PROOF YOUR PRACTICE
Eric Garcia 

CEO/IT & Digital Strategist, Simply Done Tech Solutions

8:15 – 8:45 a.m.

COMEDY KICK-OFF
Sarah Boston  DVM, DVSc, DACVS

7:00 p.m.

online newspaper, The Cageliner, helps put things in 
perspective or at least bring a smile to a rough day of 

dealing with the public. With headlines such as “How to 
Camouflage Your Dark Eye Bags With Red Lipstick” and 
“Practice Tip: Human Pheromone Diffuser Calms Staff, 
Clients”, Dr. Boston provides some comic relief and 
brings it to the stage. As a veterinary cancer surgeon, 
Dr. Boston says, “I love what I do, but I needed to find 

a way to laugh at the daily tragedies otherwise I would 
cry.” After taking classes at Second City, dragging her 

husband to various open mic events, and making it to the top 
ten in CBC Comedy’s Next Up Contest, Dr. Boston is bringing 

her humour to Great Ideas.  

Join her as she gives everyone things to laugh about that are sure to 
trigger more giggles when back at the clinic.

THURSDAY/ FRIDAY SCHEDULE

Session 1  9:00 – 10:15 a.m.

Break  10:15 – 10:45 a.m.

Session 2  10:45 a.m. – Noon 

LUNCH     Noon – 1:30 p.m.

Session 3  1:30 – 2:45 p.m.

Break  2:45 – 3:15 p.m.

Session 4  3:15 – 4:30 p.m. 



9:00 – 10:15 a.m.
How to Stand out in an Increasingly Competitive  
Marketplace
The veterinary industry is growing by leaps and bounds each year. 
The good news is that this means more business. The bad news? 
More competition. If you feel like you’re offering the same services  
as most other veterinary practices, that’s most likely because you are. 
We’ll examine branding and identity, so that you can enhance your 
practice and create an impact on social media, the web and locally. 
Spoiler alert: standing out in a saturated marketplace is easier than 
you think.

10:45 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Marketing the Human Animal Bond to Millennials
Millennials are shaping the way veterinary practices operate – they 
make up the largest segment of pet owners in the country and they 
tend to humanize pets more than any group, spending more to 
ensure they receive the best care. In this session, we’ll cover some 
incredible insights to help you gain a deeper understanding of which 
demographics are visiting and spending the most while learning 
about how millennial pet owners think and how to leverage this 
knowledge to bond millennials to your practice!

1:30 – 2:45 p.m.
New Tips on How to Handle Online Haters
Although it takes years to successfully build your reputation (both 
online and off), it takes just moments for a negative online review  
to jeopardize it. With new tools and techniques provided in this 
session, you will be fully equipped to handle a variety of online 
negative reviews. This session will help you to discover the 
fundamentals of handling online negativity and navigate the 
increasingly important world of online reviews.

3:15 – 4:30 p.m.
Live Audit of Your Digital Presence
This supercharged session gives YOU the opportunity to audit YOUR 
practice’s digital presence live and in real-time. You’ll be in the hot 
seat, receiving invaluable advice that can improve your practice’s 
marketing for years to come. Even if you decide not have your 
practice audited, you’ll gain a tremendous amount of information in 
this session, where we review best practices, areas for improvement 
and much more. Totally unscripted – this one is too fun to miss!
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PERSONAL INNOVATION AND 
WELLBEING

Mia Cary, DVM 
CEO & Change Agent, Cary Consulting

Looking for a way to stabilize your base while simultaneously 
finding and releasing your magic on the world? Then  
this workshop is for you. During this engaging program 
participants will discuss 5 building blocks of personal 
innovation, 3 guiding principles, 9 dimensions of wellbeing, 
and how creating personal goals that align with purpose 
can be transformative. Program participants will be invited 
to individualize and activate key takeaways by creating  
an innovation and wellbeing action plan, obtaining an 
activation buddy, and customizing post-workshop next steps.

9:00 – 10:15 a.m.
5 Building Blocks of Personal Innovation
Looking for a way to stabilize your base while finding and releasing 
your magic on the world? Then this workshop is for you. Join us to 
discuss the building blocks of personal innovation and best practices 
for preventing potential barriers.

10:45 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
3 Guiding Principles
During this session participants will compare and contrast three guiding 
principles for wellbeing and being. The session will conclude with the 
creation of a personalized implementation roadmap that will bring 
these principles to life.

1:30 – 2:45 p.m.
9 Dimensions of Wellbeing
If you’re curious about the difference between wellness and wellbeing 
and would like more of both in your life, join us! Participants will 
review the nine dimensions of wellbeing and be invited to create  
an actionable roadmap for implementation.

3:15 – 4:30 p.m.
Putting it all Together
Participants will review best practices for stabilizing their base while 
simultaneously finding and sharing their magic. An implementable 
action plan template will be provided that includes the 5 building 
blocks of personal innovation and 9 dimensions of wellbeing.

THURSDAY, JUNE 25 CONTINUED

DIGITAL MARKETING

Eric Garcia
CEO/IT & Digital Strategist

Simply Done Tech Solutions

Space is limited – Register by June 8, 2020
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More Friday Sessions

FINANCE & ECONOMICS

Chris Doherty, DVM 
Economic Analyst, Ontario Veterinary 
Medical Association

9:00 – 10:15 a.m.
What Do Pet Owners Think? Keeping Ahead  
of What’s to Come
We’ve all heard the anecdotes and opinions on what today’s pet 
owners are thinking, but what’s true and what isn’t? This session  
will employ years’ worth of survey data from both OVMA and Léger 
Marketing to cut through unsubstantiated speculation and present the 
facts on what your clients want. Keep ahead of shifting trends and 
generational differences, so that you can ensure your hospital is 
ready for the next big cohorts of pet owners.

10:45 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Reasons for FOMO: Proven Strategies For Success  
– Are You Missing Out?
This session will combine data with real-world examples to examine 
the strategies that veterinary hospitals are putting into practice today. 
From wellness plans to automatic reminders, loyalty programs to fee 
discounts, forward booking to budgeting – we’ll determine which 
ones work to grow your business, and where you might be wasting 
your valuable time and resources on things that don’t.

1:30 – 2:45 p.m.
Help STILL Wanted? What to do to attract and retain  
veterinarians 
With the OVMA’s Help Wanted Index near record highs, and many 
struggling to recruit associates, there is little doubt that competition  
for veterinarians these days is fierce; yet many have gone so far as 
to declare a “shortage” and recommend remedies to the situation. In 
this session, we will begin by assessing these claims then investigate 
methods to help your hospital hire the new associate veterinarians 
you need and hold onto the ones you have.

3:15 – 4:30 p.m.
Ownership Transitions and Succession Planning  
– What You Need to Know
How can corporate groups pay as much as they do? Should you  
sell assets or shares? What if the buyer wants to flip the clinic for 
more money? When is it time to sell your practice? What exactly  
is a multiple and how does it impact the value of your business?  
This session will hit the highlights of practice ownership and 
succession planning, giving you the information to make the right 
decision when it comes to becoming a practice owner, planning  
for your future, or selling your business.

COMMUNICATIONS
Cindy Adams, MSW, PhD

Professor, Veterinary Clinical Diagnostic 
Sciences, University of Calgary

9:00 – 10:15 a.m.
The Science of Vet Talk
It’s assumed that because the client has been given information he 
has accepted the recommendations and agrees to follow through. 
Successful implementation of giving information and making plans for 
follow-up depends on how effectively information has been gathered 
and whether a relationship is established early in the interaction. We 
will identify the difficulties inherent to communication associated with 
compliance and best ways forward.

10:45 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Practical in Practice Communication
This interactive session will examine how effective and intentional 
communication skills are essential for practice success. The growing 
body of research evidence that confirms a strong correlation between 
building a relationship with clients, getting to know and integrating 
their perspective throughout the interaction AND improved outcomes 
including client and veterinarian satisfaction, adherence, accuracy, 
efficiency and supportiveness will be reviewed. 

1:30 – 2:45 p.m.
Core Skills of Veterinary Communication
Have you ever heard something like?: “Come on, communication  
is a personality trait, either you have it or you don’t”. The truth is, 
communication is NOT a personality trait. It can be taught and it can 
be learned. We often hear, for example, “She’s good with the clients” 
or “He handled that angry client so well” without quite identifying 
what he did, thereby making it difficult to repeat. We need to identify 
the actual skills that have been used, practice the individual components 
and put them together. During this session we will practice and learn 
five core communication skills that will enhance communication in 
practice and everyday communication.

3:15 – 4:30 p.m.
Why and How Does it Go Wrong
Many clients are less willing to take a passive role in their animal’s 
healthcare and want to take an active role in decision-making. In this 
session we will explore both client-centered and relationship-centered 
approaches that promote collaborative partnership between the 
veterinary professional and all the other people who are involved in 
the care of the animal(s). We will explore the communication skills 
that veterinarians and others can employ to enhance their clients’ 
ability to become more involved in the consultation and to take  
part in a more balanced relationship. 

FRIDAY, JUNE 26



BOOK YOUR ROOM ONLINE 
Visit: https://bmrbooking.bluemountain.ca  

Enter the OVMA Group Code: GB00000815

Check Availability and complete your information.  
Confirm Reservation once you’ve reviewed everything.

BOOK YOUR ROOM BY PHONE 
Call 877-445-0231 

Provide Your OVMA Group Code: GB00000815

Provide Your Group Name: Ontario Veterinary Medical 
Association – OVMA

BLUE MOUNTAIN OVMA GROUP RATES 
Tuesday  

 through  
Saturday

CONFERENCE  
ACCOMMODATION
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FRIDAY, JUNE 26  CONTINUED

WELLBEING

Colleen Crockford, MSW, LICSW

Human Animal Bond Social Worker, 
Crockford Consulting LLC

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Building Moral Resilience to Combat Moral Stress 
We are all guided by our personal and professional moral compass. 
When we are prevented from following our moral compass due to 
situational circumstances, we experience moral stress. The veterinarian 
who is prevented from providing treatment due to client requests and 
the technician who struggles to understand a veterinarian’s decision  
to euthanize are just two of the many ethical dilemmas that happen 
daily. Moral stress can build over time and lead to feelings of 
compromised integrity and professional identity. Fortunately, we  
can build our moral resilience to guard against moral distress. Learn 
the tools to build moral resilience in yourself and how to create a 
culture of moral resilience within your team.

1:30 – 4:30 p.m.
Clinical Wellness: Practical and Lasting Ways to Support 
Your Team
Get to the bottom of what’s happening with your team by exploring 
your clinic’s culture. Culture is behind the statement, “That’s just how  
it is around here!” Positive culture can boost morale and increase 
productivity, while toxic cultures strip morale and increase turnover. 
Learn what contributes to a clinic’s culture, identify your clinic’s current 
culture and the desired clinic culture for your clinic. Discover strategies 
to promote team support for culture change and get inspired by 
examples of what other clinics have done to bolster their culture  
and their team!

PERSONAL INNOVATION AND 
WELLBEING

Mia Cary, DVM 
CEO & Change Agent, Cary Consulting

9:00 – 10:15 a.m.
The Evolution of Leadership and What Matters Most
During this interactive session Dr. Cary will provide an overview of  
the evolution of leadership from early origins to situational and servant 
leadership to current purpose leadership models and beyond. Participants 
will be invited to consider their own leadership style and in the spirit 
of “sharpening the saw” will create a roadmap for continuous 
development of their leadership strengths.

10:45 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Prioritizing Prioritization – The Why and the How
Whether you are an individual contributor, manage a team, or run  
an organization – a critical element of effective leadership is effective 
prioritization. So why is it so hard and why do so many suffer from 
initiative overload?  During this interactive session, participants will 
gain an understanding of prioritization “whys” and then focus on  
the “how”. During the last portion of the session participants, while 
working in small groups, will be invited to apply one prioritization 
model to their current work environment.

1:30 – 2:45 p.m.
The Five Behaviours of a Cohesive Team
During this age of big data and information overload working 
collaboratively can increase the quality and speed of decision 
making. While we can’t always choose the individuals that make up 
the teams we belong to, we can maximize impact by choosing our 
approach to working effectively in any type of team. By the end of 
the workshop each participant with have a personal roadmap for 
collaboration effectiveness that can be further developed with each 
new collaboration opportunity.

3:15 – 4:00 p.m.
Life Hacks: Work-Life Integration
Have you ever been asked “are you traveling for work or for 
pleasure?” If we are traveling for work and our response to that 
question isn’t “both”, then it’s time to reboot. During this interactive 
and fun workshop participants will discuss why work-life balance is 
unrealistic and how work-life integration will set us free. Tools and 
resources will be shared for managing stress, finding focus, and 
learning how to thrive regardless of role, title, or practice type.

Village Studio ..........$176
Village Bachelor .......$191
Mosaic Deluxe .........$196



OVMA Great Ideas Conference • June 24-26, 2020
1.  PERSONAL INFORMATION (please complete all fields). One name per form only.

First Name _________________________________________ Last Name  _____________________________________

Practice Name (if applicable) ___________________________________________________________________________  

Street Address ______________________________________________________________________________________

City  ______________________________________________ Province _______________________________________  

Postal Code ________________________________________

Preferred Email Address (Required) ______________________________________________________________________  

Preferred Phone ____________________________  Is this Work or Home (circle) W  H   Fax ________________________

Please indicate your type of Registration (Check one only)  ❏  Veterinarian       ❏  Practice Manager / Hospital Personnel
  ❏  Industry              ❏  Student

Please indicate your Designation (Check one only), if applicable        ❏  DVM       ❏  RVT       ❏  AHT       ❏  CVPM       ❏  Other

2.  TOTAL REGISTRATION FEES & PAYMENT See Reverse Side for Rates

Total Section 3: Conference Rates $ ___________________________

Subtotal $ ___________________________

+

HST 107801037RT0001        13% HST $ ___________________________

Grand Total $ ______________________________________________

Payment can be made only by:  (Please check one)

❏ VISA   ❏ MASTERCARD   ❏ CHEQUE  (no post-dated cheques) 
** Please note if you opt to pay by cheque, your registration is not recognized or processed until actual cheque and completed registration form are received in 

OVMA office. Fax copies of cheque payment are not accepted.**

              
VISA OR MASTERCARD NUMBER                                                                                                                                 EXPIRY DATE                                 CVV  

NAME AS IT APPEARS ON CREDIT CARD  

By registering for this conference you are granting approval for the following:
•  The possible promotional use by OVMA of any photos taken of you during the conference.
•  Conference information being sent to you via email. You can always opt-out of any future transmissions.
•  Contact information may be shared with Symposium sponsors, for a single use only. 

REGISTER TODAY!
Space is limited!

Phone: 905.875.0756 or 
 1.800.670.1702

Online:  ovma.org

Fax: Fax in both sides of this form  
 905.875.0958 (local)
 877.482.5941 (toll free)

Mail: OVMA
 205-420 Bronte Street South
 Milton, ON  L9T 0H9

(over) 

REGISTRATION FORM

3-DIGITS ON BACK

M  M    Y Y



3. CONFERENCE RATES    The deadline for Pre-Registration for all registration types is June 8, 2020. 
         Registration includes breakfast and lunch (check off applicable box in each section).

  OVMA MEMBER NON-MEMBER OVMA MEMBER NON-MEMBER

Full Conference     ❏  $359     ❏  $459     ❏  $399     ❏  $499 

Wednesday Evening     ❏  $79     ❏  $99     ❏  $99     ❏  $129 

Thursday     ❏  $199     ❏  $249     ❏  $229     ❏  $279 

Friday      ❏  $199     ❏  $249     ❏  $229     ❏  $279 

  CLINIC MEMBER* NON-CLINIC MEMBER REGULAR 

Full Conference     ❏  $299 ❏  $359    ❏  $99 

Wednesday Evening     ❏  $50 ❏  $79    ❏  $29 

Thursday     ❏  $169 ❏  $189    ❏  $39 

Friday      ❏  $169 ❏  $189    ❏  $39 

DVM/Industry

Practice Manager / Technician / Hospital Personnel              Student

Guests 

“EARLY BIRD”
Register up to and including May 15

“REGULAR”
Register from May 16 up to and including June 8

4.  ADDITIONAL FREE ACTIVITY  
     (check off if you plan to attend)

❏  Friday, June 26, 2020 – 7 a.m. 
Sunrise Yoga Session

* Clinic has purchased a Clinic Membership; Individual Membership of Clinic Owner does not apply

Wednesday Evening  
Plenary and Reception

REGULAR

❏  $50 per adult  ($50 x ______ quantity)

❏  $20 per child, 12 and under  ($20 x ______ quantity) 

Please list names of guests below:

_________________________________      __________________________________

_________________________________      __________________________________

June 24-26, 2020
Blue Mountain Resort

Collingwood, ON


